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though the procedure provided by the Habeas Corpus Act
was suspended some nine times in the eighteenth century,
" there was never anything like a general suspension of the
action of the writ in all cases." Only persons charged with
specific offences, such as treasonable practices, were denied
the privilege of the writ.
Finally, the part played by the local gentry in the effective §8- Local
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administration of the country in the eighteenth century can
hardly be exaggerated. Though Parliament frequently had
important business to transact, imperial relations to adjust,
foreign policy to regulate, the supervision of industry to
attend to, much of its business was petty and local In
1786 Parliament passed 160 public Acts and sixty private often uai^-
Acts: but many of the so-called public Acts referred to such
strictly local affairs as the establishment of a workhouse at
Havering, the erection of a house of correction in Middlesex
or the paving of the streets of Cheltenham. Private Acts
included an Act allowing Cornelius Salvidge to take the
name of Tutton and an Act dissolving the marriage of
Jonathan Twiss and Francis Dorrill.1 The age of Parlia-
mentary regulation of the detail of industry, social services,
and local government had not yet arrived. Hence Parlia-
ment was to the mass of the people much less important
than the local squire, and the corruption of Parliament had
a comparatively slight effect upon the actual administration
of the country.
The squires were local landlords, closely allied with the
local clergy: they possessed great social prestige in their
localities. They frequently acquired almost a complete carried out
control of the management of their parishes, where they
were responsible for the maintenance of the peace, the
repression of vagrancy, the relief of poverty, the upkeep of
the roads, the levying of soldiers and sailors. They levied
local rates and spent " not far short of one-fifth of the budget
of the national government itself ";2 they'could oblige'any
householder to become a churchwarden, an overseer, or a
local surveyor or constable, and they could compel a man to
1	Maitland, Constitutional History, p. 383.
2	S. and B. Wefcb, English Local Government, vol. i., p. 4.

